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By J.AMESJ. DOXEOAN,SAMUELW. RORINSON,JR., and ORDTVAYB. G~TES, JR.

SUMMARY

A method is j-mwnted for determining the lateral-stability
derivatives, lransfer--function coe@cients, and the modes for
lateralmotion from frequency-response datafor a ~igid aircraft.
The method i8 based on the application oj the vector technique
to the equations oj lateral motion, so that the three equations of
lateralmotion can be $eparatedinto six equations. The method
of least squares is then applied to the data for each of the$e
equations to yield the coejicieds of the equations of lateral
motion from which the lateral-stability derivativesand lateral-
motion transfer-function coeficienk are computed. Two nu-
merical examples are given to demonstratethe use of the melhod.

INTRODUCTION

In the reduction ancl generalization of flight-test data,
wheth,er for loads, stability, or control purposes, the airphine
stability clerivatives and the coefficients of the transfer
functions are often required; A great deal of emphasis,
therefore, has been placed on the development of analytical
methods for i-eduding flight data to obtain tliese basic deriva-
tives and coefficients.

A number of recent methods, for examplo references 1 to
4,” are now available for analyzing longitudinal maneuvers
ancl determining the longitudinal-stability derivatives and
transfer-function coefficients from flight data. References
1 ancl 2 present methods of determining the longitudinal-
stability derivatives and transfer functions directly from
transient data. Reference 3 reduces data for longitudinal
motion determined from the forced-oscillation technique by
means of circle diagrams to longitudinal-stability derivatives
and frequency response.’ Mueller, in reference, 5, was one
of the earliest to use vector representation in tho equations
of longitudinal motion to represent the derivatives and in-
tegrals of the variables. Schumacher, reference 4, repre-
sented the frequency responses to longitudinal motion as
vectors and substituted them into the equations of longi-
tudinal motion and the transfer functions. He then applied
the method of least squares to these vector equations, a
method which he found very effective in determining certain
of the longitudinal-stability derivatives and transfer-function
coefficients.

The problem of analyzing lateral motions, however, has
not received the same amount of attention as that for longi-
tudinal motion, perhaps because it is more complicated.
Several analytical investigations have been undertaken and a

1SupersedesNACATN 3083,1954.

few methocls have been proposed such as the circle-diagram
methocl (ref. 6), the step-function-response method (ref. 6)
in which tho response of an airplane to a step defection of
the rudder or aileron is analyzed, and the free-oscillation
method (ref. 7) in which the periocl and damping of the
free vibrations of the aircmf t due to a pulse-type input are
analyzed. Since the usefulness of th&e methods is limited
by the number of derivatives which can be extracted, there
is still a need for a more general methocl of analysis that will
extract W the significant lateral-stability de~ivatives from
flight data.

It is the purpose of this report to present a method for
determining the lateral-stability derivatives of a rigid air-
plane and to illustrate its use by applying it to two examples.
The method is based on the vector representation of the
frequency responses to lateral motions, This vector ap-
proach permits separation of each of the equations of lateral
motion into a real and imaginary equation. A least-squares
method is then applied to the data in each of these equations
or combinations thereof to yield the coefficients of the equat-
ions of lateral motion. The lateral-stability derivatives
and transfer-function coefficients are then determined from
these coefficients and the known aircraft mass parameters.

The method is applied to two specific examples, one in
which the frequency, responses to a rudder input are known
and one in which the transient responses to aileron deflection
are known. In the latter case, the frequency responses were
obtained from the transient motions by two methods and
the stability clerivativcs computecl.,

An attempt has been made to schedule the. procedure so as
to reduce the dependence of the results obtained from this
method on the derivatives that can be least uccuratel,y
obtained from the particular data being analyzed; however,
further improvements may be made as further experience is
gained in the application of the method.

SYMBOLS

au lateral acceleration, ft/sec2

J% A+, Ati, AeU parameters defined by equations (8)

G, B~, & BtaV parameters defined by equations (9)
b wing span, ft
c. lift coefficient, LJ@

~.=~

c. yawing-moment coefficient, N/qSb

1
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rolling-moment coefficient, L’/q&l
lateral-force coefficient, Lateral forceJq8
coefficient of transfer functions (defined

in table H.)

differential operator, ~

natural logarithmic base

forcing-function coefficients representing
rudder effactiveness (defined in table 1)

forcing-function coefficients representing
aileron effectiveness (defied in table I)

acceleration due to gravity, ft/sec2
moment of inertia about siability X-axis,

mkx2, slug-ftz
morne.nt of inertia a-bout. stability Z-axis,

mkz2, slug-ft2
product of inertia referred to stability

axes (negative when the positive direc-
tion of the X principal axis is inclined
above the flight path, i. e,, when q is
positive)

stability-derivative coefllcients of the
equations of lateral motion (defined in
table 1)

radius of gyration about stability X-axis,
ft

radius of gyration about stability Z-axis,
ft

nondimensional radius of gyration about
longitudinal stability axis,

~/(kxO/b)2COS2T+ (kzO/b)2 sin2 T
nondimensional radius of gyration about

vertlical stability axis,

J(kz#)2 COS2q+ (kxO/b)2sin2 ~

nondimensional product-of-inertia param-
eter, –[(kzO/b)2– (k~O/6)2]cos II sin n

radius of gyration about principal longi-
tudimd axis, ft

radius of gyration about principal vertical
tuxis, f t

lift, lb
rolling moment, ft-lb
Mach number
aircraft mass, W/g, slugs
yawing moment, ft-lb
increment,al rolling angular velocity about,

X-axis, radians/see
.,

dynamic. pressure, ~ PV2, lb/sq ft

incremental yawing angular velocity
about Z-axis, radians/see

amplitude ratio
wing mea., sq ft

Laplace transform variable

time, sec

inc.rementd component of
along the Y-axis, ft/sec

velocity 17

true airspeed, ft@ec
aircraft weight-, lb
airplane stability axes (see fig. 1)
angle of attack, raclians
angle of sidelsip, JJ/V, radians

.

aileron control deflection, radims
rudder control deflection, nadians
inclination of principal longitudinal axis

of inertia with resp~ct, to flight pul h
(positive when the positive dirwt ion
of the X principal axis is inclined above
the flight, path)

nondimensional mass parnmc.tm uswl for
lateral equations, m/PSb

air density, sIugs/cu ft,
time part-meter, m/pST”$ sw
phim? angle, radians
angle of roll, radians
angle of yuw, radians
angular frequency, ra.dians/scc

bar over letter rrpnmmts numimum
value

bars on sides of symbol reprcswlt d)-

Solutc value

square mat.rk
column ma.trk.-

The latmal-stab~lty derivatives me expresse[l by sub-
script notation as, for example:

~z m, ~ _ acn , and ~,n t)cn
fi=~ ‘p ~ pb = —x

n r a~.

Phase angles are also indimted by subscript nottit hm M
@@i~is the phase angIe between thti input rudder delTw-

tion and the output sideslip ungl~,

DEVELOPMENT OF METHOD

EQUATIONSOFLATERAL3i0T10N

The equations of latwal motion based on the stability axes
(as shown in fig. 1) and on the usual assumptions of linearity,
sma.11angles, and maneuvers which start, from a level-flight
condition are usually written in the following form:

(a) l?or the sidesIipping motion,

(D+K,)P–K,@+D#= F,~,(t) (L)

or, since al= l’(DB+D*— K2d),

+%+ KJW’,W) (la)

(b) For the rolling motion,

L@+ (DZ+K,D)4– (K@’+ K@)~=F26,(~) + GA(O W)

(c) For the ymving motion,

–K#- (&D2+K,D)@+ (D+ K,CID)!L=I’3N) + 63fi.(tj (3]
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where the K, F, and G coefficients are defined in table I.
The forcing functions of these equations arc written for rucl-
cler inputs and aileron inputs combined; for the sake of sim-
plicity in developing and demonstrating the method, only
rudder inputs F’l&(t), F26,(t), and Fa~r(t) are considered.
The method, however, applies equally well to both aileron
and rudder inputs as is shown subsequently.

VECTORINTERPRETATIONOF FREQUENCYliiMPONSE

In many current studies of airplane dynamics, the fre-
quency response of the aircraft is determined from flight data.
Having the data a.vaila.ble in the frequency plane offers cer-
tain advantages over having the data in the time plane, since
usc can then be made of the vector interpretation of fre-
quency response. The. development which follows will as-
sume. that the data to be analyzed are available in frequency-
response form, In the event that only transient-response
clata are available, the transformation to the frequency plane
can be made from a selection of one of the several methods
comparecl in reference 8.

The vector technique is applied to the determination of
lateral-stability derivatives in the following manner. If an
input & to a linear system (a sys tern described by a linear
differential equation) is considered to have a. sinusoidal vari-

TABLE I.—DEFINITIONS OF THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE
EQUATIONS OF LATERAL MOTION OF AIRPLANE

Stability-derivative coefficients: Control-effectiveness coefficients:

()
KI=CYB –;

1
F1=CY6, ~

K2=CL &=g/V ‘Z=cbr &;)2#

K3=CZB
[ ‘2(k:;)%z 1 ‘3=%,Z(&;; )272

K4=CZD
[

1
‘4r(kx/b)z 1 ‘2=cb=z(k.$)2r2

Kg= IXZ/IX
‘3=cn6a z(kfb)372

‘6=C1, 4T(&b)2

1C7= cn~ z (kz~b )3T2

K8= Ixz/I.z
, ....

1 .,
K9= C.

D 47(k.z/b)2

[
KIo=Cnr -47(k;,b)2 1 i

\
D&--

.
Imaginory oxis

.

———— ..-. —...
--------- Real axi$

D2~r , .u2-- ‘,

‘{
‘D~j3 ‘,

(a)

(a) Vector diagram showing relative magnitudes and poeitions of input
& and output j3, and their derivatives. u= 0.7 radian/eec.

FIGURE 2.—Vector representation of lateral variables.

ation of frequency u, it can be considered to be a vector of
unit magnitude lying along the real axis of the complex plane
as shown in figure 2(a). The first derivative of the sinus-
oidal input IXr is then obtained by multiplying the amplitude
by u and rotating the resulting vector 900 counterclockwise
in the complex plane which is equivalent to advancing the
phase angle by 900. Each succeeding higher derivative is
found by multiplying by u and rotating the vector 90° in
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the comp~ex plane; thus,

6,=1 (4)

LAl,=iw (5)

~i~r=–uz (6)

The steady-state output or response of the linear system
to a siuusoidal input maybe considered to be a vector of mag-
nitude equal to an amplitude ratio 1? and htiving a direction
anguhrly displamd from the. red axis by a phase angle 0.
Thus, in the complex plane, the vector for sidcslip may be
represented as

By defhition,

The derivatives of H are represented~as

=U2 1 (-COS @p,r-i sin %,,)
ti

(7)

(81

(9)

(10)

(11)

SimilarIy, for ~oll (see fig. 2(b)), the equations corresponding
to equations (7), (10), and (11) would be

~= A++iB+ (12)

D4= –aB4+icoA4 (13)

(14)Dz$= – UfA@–iazB$

#= A$+iB$ (15)

21#= –wB$+iuA$ (16)

D2*= –u2A@–ico2B@ (17)

for yaw,

Imaginary axis

1

t .,

(b]
I

(b) Vector diagram showing rclative magnitudes md positions of inpui
& and response vectors p, +, and #.

FIGURE 2.—Ccmc1uCicd.

and, for lateral acceleration,

Substituting ecptions (4) to (18) into equations (1), (1a), “
(2), and (3) and equating the rwd and imuginmy values in
each equation yields the following eight simplified cquat ions:
From equation (1):

K@p-K2B*= –w (A@+A#)
and

KIA~–A:2,A+=Fl+@l+ ##)

In equations (19) to (26) the A@,~,~,Outmd B@,4,X,Ctiterms
will be a,vaila.ble at the pm ticuhw wdu es of a from ti w fre-
quency-response curves. It will be assumed that thti~ K:
term is determined from the velocity measu~ cnwnt nml (IN
K5 and Ks terms, which me eq utd t-o the ratios IxZ/Ix and
lxz/lz, respectively, are known from rithcr wcigt h iiml
balance calculations or measurements so that only tho Jwhws
of K1 a d oTg 10ancl FI,2 ,Sare to be dctwmined from thc duta.,,, ,..
(It should be noted thtit even though Ks and h“~ww nssmnwl
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to bclinown aneeclstill exists forasimple rnethodof deter-
mining aircraft moments of inertia, and the location of the
principal longitudinal axis.)

13quations (19) to (26) me now tised to compute the K
and F coefficients. The advantage of separating each of
the equations of lateral motion into real and imaginary
equations now becomes apparent. The two derivatives
most difficult to determine are Ot, and OnPcontained in the
KGand Kg coefficients, respectively. The K6 coefficient may
bc eliminated between equations (23) ad (24); similarly
the h’9 coefficient may be eliminated between equations (25)
and (26). The equations thus obtained, when used to
compute the unknown coefficients, result in better condi-
tioned matrices and more accurate results. In the usual
case, it has berm found unnecessary to perform the elimina-
tion of the K9 coefficient

As a first step in solving for the K and F coefficients,
equations (19) to (26) are fitted to the frequency-response
data over a range of values of o by the method of least
squares. The theory of least squares is well known and is

derived in many textbooks (e. g., ref. 9) and no. attempt is
made here to repeat its derivation.

The application of the least-squares method to equations
(19) and (26) converts these equations to their computational
form. It is recommended that, if the lateral-acmleration
frequency response is available, equations (21) and (22) be
used in preference to equations (19) and (20) for the comp-
utation of KI and F1.

Equation (19) may be expressed simply as

& [K2B4–u(A$+A$)], (l?P)j
K1=j=U1 (27)

5 [(m]’
jsu~

and yields Kl, Similarly, equation (20) can be expressed as

F1=:&,(K,A6-K,J14-tiBP-aB$)j ~28)

and yields F1.

For the same variables K1 and Fl, the least-squares forms of equations (21) and (22) for use with the lateral-acceleration
frequency response are:

.5 (–~au)j (VBP)f
Kl=’=”’ ~n

x [m%hl’j=w,

)
F,=: j~, (K,Ap+A~

Equation (25) can be expressed as

[

~~ [(–&)j12 5 (–O.&)j(:Bp)j ,~, (@A*)j(–B~)j -
jaw

a (–BJ,(-L!JAJ, 5 [(–~4J2 a (@A#)j(–cLh4#)j
j=wl j=wl j=w,

j:, (–Bp)j(d*)j 5 (– CIL4J,(UA’Q, j~l [(@4)d2j=w,
and yields K7, Kg, and Klo.

Equation (26) can be exprwsecl as

K,

K,

K,.

(29)

(30)

7L j=ul

and yields Fs.
in order to evaluate the remaining constants, KS, Kd, Ke, and F2, the coeficeint Ke is first elim~ated between equations

(23) ancl (24). This step is taken in order to obtain a more accurate value of the coefficient Ke, which is lCSSsignillcant under
these conditions, and to provide a better conditioned matrix of coefficients in the computation of K?, K4, and I’z. Upon elimi-
nation of the L-Bterm between equations (23) and (24), the following relation is obtained:

1-12
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Upon the application of the method of least squares, equation r33) becomm

which yields K3, h’4, rmd 272.

The K6 goe.fficient may now
(24) which, after the method
applied, may be expressed rw:

~:, [(–w]’

K’,

K,

F:

(34)

be obtained from euuation unclw mrthin conditions. h-o weightin~ of sprrifh’ groups
of lcast squares has been

.An alternate expression for A’fl may be obtained from
equation (23) which may be expressed M

17fihus of K8, which defiuc the derivative (l,,are important
in the spirtil mode. In order to obtain accurate wdues of
K6, aircraft motions which bring out the full effect of t-he
long-period spiral mode should be rmdyzed to obttiin
accurri t e. frequency-response data near a = O.

In the case where the SOIUt.ion for d,,fl is found to involve
ill conditioned matrices, Ku should be eliminated bctw een
the red and imaginary equations (25) and (26).

With all the Kand Fcoefficients of the equations of motion
determined, the latcrrd-stubi]ity derivatives can be comput cd
from the K and F coeffi.cicnts and the linown aerodynamic
parameters by use of the definitions of table I. The tmmsfcw-
function codlic.ients can be calculated from th~ definitions
in table 11 aucl the transfer functions aud modes of lat ertd
motion can be obtained from thc e.qu%tions in appendix A.

SUGGESTED PROCEDURE

In order to aid in the, application of this method to the
m-mlysis of flight data, a suggested step-by-step procedure
which is presented in this section has been worked out. An
effort has been made to schedule the procedure so as to
reduce the dependence of tho results on the derivatives thti t
can be lwrst accurately obtained from the pw ticulwr datti
being analyzed. Alternate steps are sugges~ecl where it was
found that some particular derivative might be more
~.orlll,n~dv datwrnined by ono m the other of two mnprorwhes

-- .
of datta is employed in the least-squares procwlure; howww,
weighting can be employed when i~.is considered d(~siruhlP
to put more dependence on dutti regarchxl as more rdiahlo.

As a further demonstr~tion of the method, two numwiml
exrm@es have been carried out accodi ng to this prod ur!!.
In one example, presented in appendix 13,“tlw l~iter}~l-sttil)ilit.y
derivatives are crdculated for an airplww whose trunsicni
responses to aileron deflection me assumed to be ltno~~n.
This example wus chosen in order to gain some insight i]~to
the dependence of the method on the accuracy with which th{’
frequency response can be obttiitwd from the t rtulsir]l t
response.

The o~her ex$mpk is for ifw hJ pot lict ical rigi[l uirplml(’
whose mass nncl geometric partmwtels al r listed in tuhlc II 1.
The msumcd t’reque.nq--responsc dat a of sideslip angh~ ~,
roll angle ~, yaw angle *, and lat.errd awele] Mioll i[ti for il
rudcler-ddlcc Lion input! surh us might be obtz~inod from
analysis of flight clata mc listed in table 11~ and plot tu(I
in figures 3 to 6. The analysis of these dut u has bml US(*(1

to illustrate the following suggest wl procwlmw

(1) Tabul~te parmnctws rmd workitlg vquat,ions

Tabulate the airphmc pwwnetcw tind rmy stwhility
derivn tives that are known or can be cO1npUtcil tlirdy
from those that ale known as iIh@rrdwl iu tubll~ 1I 1.
Tabulate the least.-squmw cquaticms (W) to (32) WU1(3.lj
to (36) with iIny known terms on the right-htmtl sid{~M llus
been clone in equa.t.ions (27a) to (3%1) and (34u~ to (36a) in
table 1’ for the oxa.mplc. (Sinw C’”PWttS t~liCll til I)(’ Z(’1’()
in the example, all terms con t.aining 1{0 wcw d roppw 1;
however, in the munple of appendix 13, d,,,, WASinchdwl
ancl the hzgtetnl was d c [cwnincd. j

(2) Tabulate frecjl]e~~cy-respo[ls(’.dat n
Tabulate t,hc amplit.udw nnd phwu w@s of t hc four

lateral varifildes at the values of w to be usw[ iu the tin~l~ sis,
For simplicity in the example, as shown in t.ttl)I(’ Iv, I ()

integral vtdues of u, w’rnly distributed ovrr the rtitlg[* of
the drda, were chosen; however, in crises wherr more wcur:~.t (I
points occur rbtlnon-inh:grtd values of co, it is atlvisdde to
use such points where possible. TIw r~~ngl~of wdues of w
shoulcl be ~estrict.ed to the rigid rcsponsr.
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TABLE 11.—COEFFICIENTS OF TRANSFER FuNCTIONS

[
The equations for the transfer functions are given in appendix A;

the coefficients C. are obtained from the coefficients C.’ by dividing

by Co’( c,’
“g”’“=T’ )1

Co’ = 1– K5h”8
(2’1’= K1-1- 1{4+ K1o– KCKO- K6K8– K1K6K8
C’Z’= K7+ KIK4+ KIK’0+ K4K1o– K&3- KuKQ- K1K5K9–

K, Z<6K*

C3’ E KzK3+ 1<4~7– K3KQ+ KIK4K1Q– KIKeKu– K2K6K7

C4’ c KJTaKlo – K2KoK7 ..
C5’=F1(l–KJQ
CO’=F1K4+F1K1o– K@2-F3–F1K5K0– FIKJG
C7’ = FIK&IO - FzKo-i- F8K2K&– FsK4+ F21G- F1KoK9

C8’ = FaK2K6+ F2Kloh”2

CO’= F2+ FaK6
CID’ = F2K1+F1K5K7– F1K3+ FzKo+ F3K~K5+ F2K1o

C,l’ =F2KJI1o+ F1K6K7+ F3K3+ F2K7– F1K3K1o+ FsKIKe
Clt’ = Fa+ KsF2
C,3’=173K4+F3KI–FIK3Ks+FIKT+F2K9+F~KIKs
C,4’=F3K1K4–F1K21{9+ F1K4K7+F21<1K$

C,s’ = F2K2K7+ F3Kd&
C,c’ = CO’VF1

C17’= CL’VF, – VK1C5’
CM’ =VFICZ’ – VKICt/
CIO’= VFIC.z’ – VK1C7’
C20’= VF,C4’ – VK,C8’

TABLE 111.—AIRPLANE PARAMETERS USED IN EXAMPLE
GIVEN IN BODY OF REPORT

(a) Known

M=O.8 (evaluated for an altitude of 10,000 ft)

b=22.6 ft

s= 130.0Sq ft

p= 0.001756 slug/cu ft

V= 861.74 ft/sec

Ix= 2062 slug-ft2

12= 13,298 slug-ftz

m= ~= 295.03 slugs

1%.2= 157 Slug-ft?

Cnv=o

(b) Computed

m——=1.5 sec
‘—psv

/Jb=~b=5t2

@’=f=O.1121

1%2–0.07614L“B=G–

lXZ–0.011806&=z.

K2=$=o.0374 per sec

K9=Cnp
[dd:z,blz]=o

TABLE IV.-FREQUENCY-RESPONSE DATA FOR EXAMPLE
GIVEN IN BODY OF REPORT

(a) Sfdeelip,@

raciks
sec

;’
3
4
5

6
7
8

1:

g *88,,
% deg

0.536 -0.1
.574 –1. 1
.6,50 -2.3
.797 -4.1

1.116 -8.2

2.105 -20. s
4. 33s -109.7
1;;;: –158.1

-166.1
.464 -169.1

0.536179 -o. OOO!%5
.574106 –. 011025
.649929 -. 0260S2
.794967 -. 05693S

1.104368 -.159106

1.967417 –. 747357
-1.462174 -4. 7s3
-1. 26ss21

7
–. 51100

-. 6937S1 -.17.676
-.465633 -.087720

(b) Roll,+
, 1

7 *@*,
rad?&s 1’ T-- A*= ~ 00S@ei Be= ~ sin **8

sec & deg r ? r r

1 I :[& 79.0 1.676642
67.7

j. pa:
1.754636

: 3:432 57.4 1.650156 2:S91147
4 3.m 47.6 2,096761 2.297576
5 3.459 37.1 2760s23 20S4203

6 5.446 1s.9 5.153317 L 762687
9.719 -74.6 2.578202 –9. 370572

: 2720 -126.9 -: $4&ill -2,181509
1.29s -138.2 –. 865863

1: . 7s0 -143.9 -,630341 -.459096

(c) Yaw! #

$4
radans

sec

1

:
4
5

G

:

1:

I

[

rad%ns
sec

;
3
4
5
6
i

1:
—

7--
6

0.223
.494
.613

1:::

2.079
4.209
1.358
.710
.462

*$* ,,
deg

163.4
174.4
174.4
172.8
16S.9

1:$:

1s:7
10.7
7.1

7
A*=:, Ccs**$r

-0.213722
-, 491s34
–. 610140
-.767134

-1,075250

-1.903129
L 656940
1.2s5s97
. 69S169
.458498

y,
6,

ft/secz
x

(d) Lateral acceleration,a,

107.67
;;; ~:

204:00
322.10

691.42
162S.37
587.34
350.66
254.54

7Bij= ~ sin *4,
r

0: mm;

.059624

.096776

.210567

.S37405
3.966906
.436504
.131797
.057029

179.7 –107.6736 0.564215
17s.2 -121.6356 3.92s440
176.5 -149.5411 9.277399
174.0 –202 S943 21.205SD2
169.6 -316.7986 5s.143795

156.5 -834.3160 275.1 748
67.3 627.9656 T1502.4S071
18.6 556.6625 1s7.337711
10.4 344.9205 63.200245
7.2 252.5535 31.75659S

u,
Frequency “of rudder-deflection input, u, radians/see

FIGURE 3.—Frequency response in sideslip due to rudder-deflection in-
put for rigid, high-epeed airplane of example given in body of report.
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FIGUEE 5.—Frequency response in yaw due to rudder-deflection input
for rigid, high-speed airplane of example given in body of report,
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1,2 200
%3~ KY
nmEa

160 ~
as

;% .8 120 ,&-m.
~~

:’& “’ “
80 sea

8
: ,g- .4 40 j;”

+~2 ~o~
; o

5 I 1. 3

0123 45678910
Frequency of rudder-deflection input, ~, rodians/sec

FIGURE &-Frequency responscin lateral acceleration due to rudder-
deflection input for rigid, high-speed airplane of example given in
body of report.

(3) Compute vector components ofclata

Compute the vector components from the data listed in
step (2) and tabulate them as shown in table IV. lt is
advisable to use at least 5-place tables of sine and cosine

values in this computation. Additional columns of CO~6,
COBP,d+, . . , and r.02&, U2BP, C02A.$,. . . will be
useful in subsequent operations but are not listed for the
example,

(4) Compute K,
Compute K, from equation (27a). (See table VI (a).)

In this step and in subsequent steps, summation of the
corresponding elements of the indicated products of the dat,a
columns evaluates the matrices of coefficients and knowns.
The resulting simultaneous equations are readily solved by
any standard method,

(4a) Alternate step 4
Compute K, from equation (29a). (See table. VI (c).)

(5) Compute F’,
Compute F, from equation (28a) with the values of K,

from step (4). (See table VI (b).)
(5a) A1ternaAe step 5

Compute I’1 from equation (30a) with the values of KI
from step (4a). (See table VI (d).)

(6) Compute Ki and K,.
Compute. K, and Klo from equation (31a). (See table

VI (e).)
(7) Compute l’,

Compute F’a from equation (32a) with the values of K,
and KIO from step (6). (See table VI (f).)

(8) Compute Ks, K,, and F,
Compute K,, K,, and F, from equation (34a). Because

of the combination of two equations to obtain equation (34)
in the method, the combination of data cohmms is more
complicated in this step than in others. (See table VI (g)..)

(9) Compute K,
Compute K6 by one of the following methods:
(a) If F! has not been eliminated, calculate K, from

equation (35a) with the values of K2, K4, ancl Fz from step
(8). (See table VI (h).)

(b) If F, has been eliminated, calculate K, from equa-
tion (36a). (See table VI (i).)

(10) Compute stability derivatives
Compute the lateral-stability derivatives from the

relationships in table I and the now complete set of values
of K and F. (The computed and known vakes of the K and
F coefficients and the stability derivatives for the example
me given in tables VII and VIII, respectively.)

(11) Compute transfer-function coefficients
Compute the transfer-function coefficients from the

relationships given in table II and the vducs of K and 1?
(The computed and known values of the transfer-function
coefficients for the example are given in table IX.)

(12) Compute the modes
The modes of lateral motion may now be computed, if

desired, by use of the equations in appendix A. (The values
of the lateral modes for the example are given in table AS).

(13) Accuracy check
When the true derivatives are unknown, the check on the

computations is obtained in the following manner: Calculate
the frequency response from the equations in appendix A
and the computed coefficients of step (11). Compare tliese
values with the data of step (2).

DISCUSSION
DATA REQUIREMENTS

The method of this report is based on the assumption that
equations (1), (2), and (3) represent the lateral motions of
the airplane. These linear differential equations are satisfied
by small variations in roll, yaw, and sideslip but will not
necessarily hold for large changes in these variables or in
regions of flight where nonlinearities occur. It is therefore
desirable to obtain data for transformation to the frequency
plane from small motions recorded within ranges of Mach
number and other variables in which the coefficients are
constant; also, the range of frequency-response data to be
used must be limited to values for which the aircraft acts as a
rigid body and higher frequency instrument inaccuracies are
avoided. Thus, the assumptions of the method will be most
nearly in accord with the true ph ysical nature of the problem.
In any case, experience has shown that the derivatives
obtained by this method of analysis will accurately reproduce
the frcquenc.y response from which they were extracted.

Since the present method requires flight data in frequency-
response form, either the forced-oscillation technique or the
technique of oscillating the rudder or aileron at various
frequencies and measuring the steady-state response in /3,
D4, ~#, and a. must be employed or the transformation of
a tr ‘nsient response from the time plane to the frequency
plane must be made by an appropriate method. A compre-
hensive survey of methods fol effecting this transformation
f~om time to frequency plane is given in refelcnce 8 which
evaluates the Fourier integral method as well M the use of
devices such as the Fourier synthesizer, Coradi harmonic
analyzer, and IBY1 machines for obtaining frequency re-
sponse from transient-response data. .

If, as is usu ~lly the case, the tlansient responses in roll
and yaw are measured in the form of time histories of D+
and D* rather than of #1and 1, it is recommended that these
time histo~ies of D+ and D+ be converted to f~equency
response initially and then the frequency responses of @ancl
#be computed from the frequency responses of D4 and D*
by use of the relations
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TABLE VI.—LEAST-SQUARES SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS
FOR DATA OF EXAMPLE GIVEN IN BODY OF REPORT

1 (a) K,, equation (27a)

17.562K,=7.378

K,= O.420

(b) F,, equation (28ri)

:, (KP4rK24-OJBS-d3t) = 1.061

IOFI=I.061

FI=0.1061

(c) K, from lateral-acceleration data, equation (2&4

~~ (Ba~ (– VB.S) =5,567,902

13,042,000K1=5,568,000

K1=0.427

(d) l’, fron~ lateral-acceleration data, equation @Oa)

5 (K,.1,+*)=1.035059
~=1

I OF,= 1.035

F,= O.1O35

(e) K, and KIO, equation (31a)

#l (- B,)a= 17.5623CJ7

:1 (–Bb4#=44.47131

#l (oJAt)’=473.028W37

~~ (w’%-Kw’BJ(wAJ =2356.791416

KS= O.011806 Kg= o

17.561{r+ MA7K1o= 856.3

44.471{7+ 473.93KI,= 2356.8

K7=47.443

Ii’lO= 0.5217I

(f) Fs, equation (32a)

10F~= ~ (– K7A6+K@zA@- KIWPt– &At) = – 251.87
~=1

Fg=–25.187

al-l

~ (uA~Bti-aBe..h?= 35234.-13887S
w-l

10

~ (-AJ2=11.122853

371.76238Kt– 3617.67769Ki+ 23.18479Fs= 331.$37.7’3-1;1 !

– 3617.67769K3+35234.43888KI-209.21 932Fz= -322344.21 !)15

23.18479K~- 209.219321{1+11.1228fiFz=2422.633922 !

Ks=138.272 1;1=5.212 FZ=27.M6
t.

“1
(h) Kg) equation (35@

II
I
I

~ (uB$) (Fz+o’A~ –K,a2A~+ K,wB$- KwIJ = 235.117592 ~
~=1

811.6K6=235.1

K6=0.290 I
i

(i) Alternate means of obtaining Ii”6,t>quation (36aj I

$J (K,Bd+ IQA,+ K,u2Br-d&j (w4J = 137.774056
~=1

473.9KO=137.77

KG= O.291 I

TABLE VII.-COMPAR1SOX OF C:OMPUTED AND 1<XOIYS

MOTION FOR EXAMPLE GIVEN Ii RODY OF RJIPO1{T ‘

I ~ocmcicl,t, ~ COrnp;&l from ~ KnOwI1
Vdu(!I I

If, !{ $%%4 ~{,:;:
1<% 138:272145

5.212W3 ~ 5.21
%6 , 0.2W 1 0.3017

7 47.438625 47.41

Kfc 0.521457

;, I %%’ 1{ 0.,0,

0.52i2

27:636187 ~ 27,ffi
Fa f -25.187091 I -26,22

I I I —1

.Fmmsideslipdata.
hFronllateral-accelerationdata.
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TABLE VIII.—C’OMPAR1SOX OF COMPUTED AND ~NOWN
STABILITY DERIVATIVIM FOR EXAMPLE GIVEN IX
BODY OF REPORT

Stabili~y
derivritlre

..— —

Cy8
Clj
C,*

cl,
C“p

c“,
CY*

r
Cla,

c.~
I’

——

Computer]
———.

–1. 259
-0.1490
-0.4280

0.023s9
0.3292

-0.2.732
0.3163

0.02979

-0.1748

J<nown

-L 28
-0,149
-0.428

().0243
0.329

-0279
0.312

O.02!?8

-(). 175

TABLE 1X.—COMPARISON OF COMPUTED AND lZIiOWN
COEFFICIENTS OF TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR EXAMPLE
GIVEN IN BODY OF REPORT

Coefficient

————

co’
c,’
Ci
Ca’
C4’

C6’
cd
C7’
Cs’
cd

I C,o’
cl,’
w
C13’
c14’

G’
C,8’
C,i’
C*8’
C,9’
Czo’

Computed from
lata (lyfm;quaros

0.999101
d 150763

50.934260
253.483361

2.193801

0.105995
25.468778

132.i544601
0.267223

25.718442

3.636361
–2174. 851610

-24.860818
-136.334812
-28.978823

-81.654072
89.111765

609.187623
-4822,026965

–26127. 620554
97.267337

Known

0.999101
6.160254

50.972655
253.2143

2.190861

0.103907
25.48986

132.64415
0.260611

25.729749

3,952748
-2178.769199

-24,893564
-137.264352
-30.417543

-81.36940
59.62096

514.350717
–4815.419162

-26138.324577
LOO.542037

TABLE X.—COMPUTED LATERAL MODES FOR
GIVEN IN BODY OF REPORT

[Chmv_?tcrisUcequationisequation(AI13)ofappendix.4]

●

EXAMPLE

Damping-in-roll mode, AI---------------------- –5. 393
Spiral mode, Xz------------------------------ – O.008668
Dlltcll roll ~~lodc,–& Aiq---------------------- –O. 381 &i(6. 84)

Flight clata are usually measured about the body axes;
before they can be used, however, either they must be con-
verted to a form corresponding to the stability axes or the
development must be restated in terms of body axes, The
following equations are presented to be used in transforming
to the stability axes:

;=~b Cos a+$b sin G!

~=bb Cos ~–~b SiIl a

where a is the angle of attack (angle between the body X’-axis
and the stabilitj X-axis) and the subscript b refers to the
body ~X12S.In ufldi~ion, the sideslip-vane measurements
can bc converted to the corresponding values at the center
of gravity by means of the formula

13=(9”+)00s a

where the subscript J refers to the vam and ie is ~he distance
from the center of gravity to the sideslip vane mmsured
along tb e body X-wyis.

If the lateral acceleration au M recorded by au acceleronl-
eter is used, it must be CO1rec.twl for any components of
angular velocity aud acceleration present iu such records
because of the displacement of the accelerometer from the-
airplane cefitw of gravity.

SENSITIVITY OF THE METHOD AND POSSIBLE SIMPLIFICATIONS

Illven though the foregoing general rules are observed, the
question arises as to how the clerivatives obtained compare
with the actual derivatives of the airplane and how sensitive
these deriv~tivcs are to inaccuracies in the frequency-
rcsponse data. These inaccuracies stem from several sources
such as measurement of the transient motions, transformation
from time to frequency plane, and reacling errors. Care
should be exercised to keep these inaccuracies to a minimum.

No attempt is made to present a comprehensive en or
analysis in this report, but several geuera.1 remmks appear
to be in order. .4 comparison of the volucs given in tables
VII, VIII, and IX for the coefficients of Lhc equations of
lateral motion, the lateral-stability derivatives, and the
tromsfer-function coefficients indicates essentially no errors
due to the method itself. IL has been found, however, thti t
the derived values of CY~ and CY$, am sensitive to slight

variations in the quantities A.s, .B~,-A*, and .Bt (see eqs, (27)
and (28)). This sensitivity is due to the fact that the air-

plane angle of yaw is very nearly equal to the negative of

the sideslip angle and hence accurate determination of the

lateral acceleration from measurements of + and j is chill-

cult. This difficulty can be obviated by a direct measure-

ment of the lateral acceleration with an arcelcrometer and

more accum te values determined for CY~ and CY8 by means

of equations (29) and (30).

As brought out in appendix B, the accuracy with which

the values of the derivatives Cl,, C.,, ancl Cyfi can be deter-

mined from frequency-response data appears to be depend-

ent upon the inclusion of data for frequencies near the natural

frequency of the airplane. This fac~ is brought out further

by some unpublished results that indicate that ckwivatives

such as C% ancl Cy@ are very sensitive to varicitions of the

frequency responses near the airplane natural frequency.

Iu the case of C% the conclusion is obvious since this deriva-

tive is known to contribute largely to the airplane Dutch

roll damping and it is also known that the peak value of the

frequency-response amplitude ratio, say ~, is highly de-

pendent upon tho airplane Dutch roll damping. It appears
therefore that an accurate representation of the frequency
responses at frequencies near the airplane natural frequency
(for instance +50 percent) is probably very important in
the determination of the lateral-stability derivatives.

In general, when the number of unknown derivatives can
be reduced, the remaining derivatives can be determined
with greater reliability y. For this reason, several possible

simplifications arc presented for the cwlculatiou of the

derivatives Cnd, Cnt,, C~p, and Clt=. The nirplane natural
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frequency is, for small values of the product of inertia, well
approximat.ecl by the expression

.;. Cmfl~

If the nuturtd frequency w is apparent from the tivailabh!

transients and the inertiu parameter is known, a very good
value of Cnflcan generally be ob taine.d from this expression.

Extrapolattion of the amplitude ratio ~ to zero frequency
r

may afford a means of obtaining the derivative cn8r subse-

quent to determh]ation of ~n~ from the prweding frequency

1P’relation. The value of ,Z at u=O obtained by this extra-

pola.tion is not k] icative of the actual static sensitivity,
but rather of the apparent. static sensitivity which includes
the very lightly damped spiral mode. This apptirerd steady-

(7,,,
state response is approximately equal to the ratio —~

-’?1
from which C.$, can be estimated if C,,Pis known,

6

The actutil static values of some of the lateral variables
may be found theoretically by taking the ratio of the integrals
of the time histories of the output and input; for example,

P s
‘fldt

o.~
z .=O J c$,dt

o

Probably in certain cases these integrals could be twalutited
accurately e..ough to yielcl a good approximation to the actual
sta,t,ic sensitivities. Some of the. stability derivatives
influence grctitly the vaIues of the transfer functions for
w= 0, aud use of accurate zero frequemcy data. would
undoubtedly hm.d to better estirmtes of these stability
clerivatives.

The transfer function which relates the roIIing velocity to
aiIeron deflection is well approximated (particularly at low
frequencies) by the expression

1 ~ from Which &, ttd subse-Thercfore, @48u(w)= – tan- K

quently CJP, can be determined: AIso, by extrapolating tthc

,.,

Bcase for — this extrupola.tion does not yield thl’ true VUIUU
& ‘.

6of — at a=O, whkh is actually zero, but gives the i~ppnrcnt
6.

value dtw to the lightly damped spiral modo.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A method has been presented for mtrart in.gltitcrul-stuhilily
derivatives from freclucncy-response data whirl} INIv1’
been derived from aircraft t.ransieut rcspomws to arbit rury
control inputs, In orcler to demonstrate the use of t ho
method, the lat wd-st ability derivatives have been mhi 1L-
lated for two hypothetical airplanes for whi{’h the frwluwwy-
response data or transient-response flight data were assumed
to be known. Simplifications were proposed for obt~~ini[]g
certain of the derivut.ives, and although no error analysis is
presented in this report, some generul observut ions ean Iw
made concerning the sensi t.ivity of the m~t hod to il]&~(’~’tlr~~(.’i[’s
in the origina~ data.

In view of the limited expericnm in the (letL!rlllilltltioll of
Iatera]-stability derivatives from flight datt~, imd ptirt,irulwl.v
in using the present method} it appears that an invest igu t ion
should be rnacle to cletermine t’he efhc ts of som.c of the errors
inherent in analyses of transient responses, such as recording
accuracy, reading accurtwy , md so forthj on the (Icrived
frequency responses and hence. on the ilomput rd h~tml=
stabiIity derivatives. It is noted here that, dt.bough thIJ
methods present cd in this report for the extract icm of ~titvrlll-
st,ability derivatives from frcquenry-response dtit ~1 aw
theoretically correct and nltitlle.nltiti(:tllly sound, the ILemrm’}
with which the luteral-sttibility derivativ es of tin tiirplanc
can be determined by this method is directly dcpcndm t UPOH
the mccuracy with which the freclueney rcsponsm of t IW sir-
plane are known. Also, some considemt ion should lx! given
to the types of inputs likc$y to afford good frequent:y-r(’-
spcmse data a-ml to testing prorcdurcs whereby some of the
stability derivatives thut are. most difhcult. to ilct wmim’ may
be accurately obtained. In addition, accurah’ frequency-
response. datn for specific ranges of frequcnry mtiy yichl
more accurately certain of the sttibility dcrivat ivcs am] this
possibility shoulcl be. investigated.

LANGLEY AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORS COMMITTEE FOR ~EItOXAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, ~rA., February 16, 1954.
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APPENDIX A

, DEVELOPMENT OF EQUATIONS FOR TRANSFER I?UNc’HONS, MODES, AND FREQUENCY RESPONSE FOR LATERAL MOTION

In this appendix the transfer functions are clerivecl from thb
equations of lateral motion and the modes and frequency
response are expressed in t crms of the transfer-function
coefficients.

EQUATIONSOFMOTION

The motions of a rigid aircraft resulting from a rudder-
cleflection input are assumed to be expressed by the following
thl ee standard linea~ized equations of lateral motion:

(D+ K1)p–K,@+D#=F16, (t) (Al)

K#+ (D2+K4D) ~– (K5D’+K,D)+=F,&(t) (A2)

–K,P– (K8D2+K,D)c$+ (D2+K,0D)@=F,6,@) (A3)

where the K and F coefficients are clefined in table I. The
axes and the sign conventions employed are shown in figure 1.
On applying the ~aplace transformation

JF(s)= ‘f(t) e-”dt (A4)
o

4
(where s=m+iti) to both sides of equations (Al), (A2), and
(A3) and assuming the initial conditions to be zero, there is
obtained

[

8+KI

K,

‘K’ -K5;-K6’I{1=E3ES2+K4S

–Ki –K8S2–K9S s2+K1@

TRANSFER FUNCTIONS

By solving the three simultaneous equations (A5), (A6),
and (A7) for 8(.s) thex e is obtained

(CO’6’+C,’S4+ C,’s’-l- C,’s’+ C,’s)p(s)

= ((7,’s’+ C,’s’+ C,’s’+ C,’s)a,(s) (A8)

where the C~’ coefficients ale defined in table II. Dividing

equation (AQ through by CO’ and using the unprimed
coefllcients C. to designate the ratio of the primed coefficient

(

t (7,’
to CO’ c. g., (71= C& ancl Ca=z

)
results in the following

,
transfer function for 6 due to a rudcler-deflection input &:

, P_ C,s’+-c,s2+-c#+-c,
z—s’+ c@+ c#2+c&l- Cj (A9)

Determined in a similar manner, the transfer function for
C)is

4_ C,S’+ Clos+ Cll

z—s’+ CPS’+C2S2+C3S+C4 (A1o)

and the transfer function for 4 is

$_ C12SS+C13S2+C14S+C15
Z–s(s’+cls’+ (72s2+C3S+C4) (All)

The lateral-acceleration transfer function may be developed
from the sideslip transfer function in the following manner:
The lateral acceleration is usually defined as

a,= V(DL?+D#-Kz@) (A12)

Substituting equation (Al) into (A12) yields

av= VF1/i,(t) —VKIP (A13)
Therefore,

(A14)

or
au_ C16s4+ C17s3+ CMS2+ L&+~O (A15)
z— s+ ClS’+ C2S2+c’s+ C4

MODES

The characteristic equation of lateral motion is obtained
by expanding the determinant of tl}e coefficients of equations
(Al), (A2), and (A3) and is

s(s4+c@+c#2+ C3S+ c’) =0 (A16)

This equation can be factored m follows:

s(8+xl)(s+x2) (s+ f—iv)(s+t+in)=o (A17)

where the root s= O indicates that the aircraft is insensitive
to azimuth, the root Al is the damping-in-roll mode, the root
~, is the spiral mode, and the root —~~ in is the Dutch roll
mode, an oscillatory motion composed of roll, yaw, ancl
sideslip. The modes of this airplane are indicated in Lable X.
An approximate. expression for X*which. gives excellent re-
sults is

(A18)

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

The frequency response which is the steucly-state response
to a sinusoidal input consis~s of an amplitude-ratio and phase-
angle relation between input ancl response for various values
of w It is determined by substituting s=iu into equations
(A9), (A1O), (Al 1), and (A15), respectively, for /3, I#J,+, and
ay and is a complex expression. The amplitude ratio is the
square root of the sum of the squares of the real ancl imagi-
nary parts of the complex expression and the phase angle
@is the arc tangent of the ratio of the imaginary part to the
real part.

The amplitude ratio for sideslip angle/3 is

~ = d (c,–c,w’)’+(c74d–C,40’)2
a, (A19)

(@4–@2+C’)2+(C3@- C,U’)2

and the phase-angle relation between /3 and & is

13
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The timplitude ratio for roll@ is

l\Jjl= (C,,–c,d)’+(c,,c!y— —— ..—._
b, (cd’- c,@’+C’J’+(caw–clm’)’

m-i the phnsc-nngk relation between @and 6, is

The amplitude ratio for yaw # is

~ and the phase-angle relation between # tind 6, is
I

,

,

. . .,-



APPENDIX B

I)ETERMINATION OF LATERAL-STABILITYDERIVATIVES BY USE OF FREQUENCY RESPONSES DERIVED FROM CALCULATED
TRANSIENT RESPONSES TO AILERON DEFLECTION

Transient responses in roll, yaw, and sideslip to a squa.re-
pulse aileron cleflection were calculated for the airplane
whose mass and aerodynamic characteristics are given in
table XI. These transients and assumed aileron time his-
tories ale presented in figure 7.

TABLE X1.—PARAMETERS OF AIRPLANE USED AS
EXAMPLE IN APPENDIX B

Altitude, ft.. ----. _.---- ._----- J----------------------- 30,000
lVingloading, lb/sqft ---------------------------------- 65
V, ft/sec ---------------------------------------------- 797
b, ft-------------------------------------------------- 28
tiL--------------------------------------------------_ O.23
Pb---------------------------------------------------- 80.7

KXf-------------------------------------------------- 0.0097
Icz2--------------------------------------------------- 0.0513
KXZ.- . . . ----- ---------------------------------------- 0.00145
CIPperradlan ----------------------------------------- –0.40
CIrper radian ------------------------------------------ O.08
C.9 per radian ----------------------------------------- -0.02
C~, per radial)----------------------------------------- -0.40
Cy~ per radiaxl ----------------------------------------- -1.0
Cnfl per radian ----------------------------------------- O.25
C18~]er radian ----------------------------------------- -0.126
CltCpcr radia~l ------------------------- ---------------- -0.11

z;:-(”y,
I I I I I I I I ! 1 I I I I 1 I

0 4 .6 1.21.62.02.428323.64.04.4 485256606.48872
Time, sec

(a) Rolling velocity.

FIGURE 7.—Calculat.ion of transient responses to a square-pulse aileron
deflection for the airplane defined in taMe XI.

The frequency responses D~/&, D#j&, and fl/& were ob-

tained from analysis of the calculated transient ~csponses

Do, D#, and ~ to the assumed aileron deflection by use of
the equation

J ‘t?-w(t)cit
1)

J

= a(s)
‘m

o

C-’’q(t)dt -

The Laphwe transforms of the responses were obtained by
fitlting various functions, such as polynomials or trigono-
metric functions, to finite sections of the respective output

Time, sec

(b) Yawing velocity.

FXGURE7,—Continued.
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Time, sec

(c) Angle of sideslip.

FIGURE 7.—Concluded.

cu Ivw and thus performing analytically the req uircd inte-
grations from O to OJ in finite t.imc iutervals as desc~ibed in

reference 8, These transforms were then eva.lust.ecl for a
number of values of LU (where s= iw) and frequency-remonse
dat:i were obtained. These data have been plotbed in

figure 8 where they are represented by the triangular test
points.

l?or proposes of comparison, the frequency responses for
tbe airplane were calculat cd from the basic mass and aero-

dynamic characteristics and are also presentocl in figure 8 in
the form of curves. The agreement between those two sets

of data is seen to be excellent.

In addition, the frequency responses were obtained from
the calculated transients by use of IBY1 equipment.. The
Fourier transform of
numelical evaluation,
the integral

each transient was obt~incd from a
by mca,m of the IBhl ecjuipment, of

Je-’”’F(t)czt
15
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ET
I — Calculated from moss and oerodynomic

.8 characteristics of oirplone

A Tronsient onolysis, curve-fitting method

.7 ❑ Tronsient onalys is, IBM equ!pment
[At =0.05 see) +1

W, rodians /see

z(a) Ar.nplituderatio = .
8.

FIGURE 8.—Frequency. responses due to aileron-deflection input for
the airplane described in table XI.

250 I I I I I I I
— Golculated from moes and ueradynamic

200 characteristics of airplone

A Transient analysis, curve-fitting method
i50 ❑ Trans!ent analysis, IBM equipment

(At =0.03 see)
100:v

. h
mu 50

eq o
@
F \
o -50

} -1oo \

-150

-200

-2500 ‘b) 1234567 8910
W, radians/see

(b) Phase angle @~~a.

FIGURE 8.—C!o]1tinued.

between the limits of t =0 and f=6.9seconds to which was
added an cnd correction based on an anal~ t.ical expression
of the transients from t =6.9 seconds to infinity. A time
int,ervd At= 0.05 second was used in the numerical integra-
tions. TIM frequency responses thus obtained are shown in
figure 8 as square points and appear to be in mcellent agree-
ment with the frc.cluency responses calculated from the basic
mitss and aerodynamic characteristics and with those derived
from the transients by the curve-fitting method.

By use of equations (27), (31), (33), (35), and (36) of the
body of the report ancl the frequency-response dat~ derivccl
from the transients by both methods, the coefficients Kl, h’s,
K~, ICC,6’2, K7, 119,and A% were. obtained, and hence the

TT’=J:::’””””-r-— Calculated F,rornmass and aeradynamlc

A Transient analysis, curve-fitting method !
16 ❑ Transient ana[ysis, IBM equipment — .----..

0 (At ❑ 0.05 see)
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4 — ..— ,- -— —“ ..—.- .--—

2 —-- ...- ---- . —-
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0 1234567 8910”
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r+
[c) .hnplitucie ratio ~

a

FIGURE 8.—C;mtil1uwl.

‘oow;:p’o;-~l‘— Calculated from mass and aerodynamic

A Transient analysis, curve-f ittina method i
T -% )

❑ Transient analysis, 18M equipment ‘- ‘---—~
(At =0.05 see)

z 150-u
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~- 100 .— -.~.. . ___
m
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] so

—- —..—-.. .. . ___ ..._

(d)

o 1234567 8910
w, rodians/sec

(d) Phase angle %+t(

FIGURE 8.—ClJJltinUM].

c These results are “presented in t.idde ‘%11 “drn;~ W;[h
tl;~ -ivdues assumed for tho ctde.ulntion of the trtinsioni
motions. Results me also presented for the rtisc whurc
equations (1), (2), and (3) of the body of th(’ rcporl )rurr
not. sepmfited into red nnil imaginaq pints but wwe t ri*itt(’t1
as vector equations tmd the met,hod of least, ssjwuw uppliw 1
in a mm.ner similnr to that desmibeiI in re fcwnw 4. Thl’
amount of work required in the lcmt-s(lunres prowss w
shown in appenclix C is less when these ~!quuiions urc t rmtwl
as vector equnt,ionsj but a limit,s~tion is introduced in t.hnt
a parameter such as K6 which is diffkdt h) Lwtmcl wii,h
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c II I —Calculated from moss rmdaerodynomic
characteristics of airplane +-l

A Transient analysis, curve-fitting method

n Trirnsient anolysie, IBM equipment

(At=O.05 see)
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FIGURE 8.—Continued,
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FIGURE 8.—Concluded,

good accuracy cannot be eliminated as it was in the body
of the report when the equations were separated.

A comparison of the values of the derivatives based on
frequency responses obtained by the curve-fitting method
and obtained from the two methods of treating the equa-
tions of motion indicates very good agreement for all the
parameters except 06,. The poor agreement for Cl, is felt

TABLE X11.—COMPARISON BETWEEN STABILITY DERIV-
ATIVES USED IN CALCULATION OF TRANSIENTS AND
THOSE DERIVED FROM TRANSIENTS FOR EXAMPLE IN
APPENDIX B

Derivative

cl,
Clr
(36
q

.7

c“
c“;
C.fi
CY6

-0.400
0.080

-0.120
-0.100

-0.020
-0.400

0.250
-I,mc+l

Transient a
fitting

h-em eqs. oi
W&l;

-0.378
0.0882

-0.127
-0.100

-0.020
-0.382

0.253
-“1.050

ysis, curve-
:thod

horn eqs. oi
motion as
vector eqs.

-0.397
0.110

-0.134
-0.100

-0.021
-0.397

0.2.57
-1.033

Transient ?nalysis, IBM
equipment

horn eqs. 01
pccx:;t

-o. 3e8
0.130

-0.129
-0.098

-0.029
–O. 786

0.213
-0.600

horn eqs. 01
motion. as
vector eqs.

-0.391
0.099

-0.128
-0.099

-0.025
-0.646

0.23$
1.2s0

not to be signifkant since Cl, generally Inakes a negligible

contribution to the lateral motions of an airplane and is
import ant only in the lightly clamped spiral mode of motion
which “is viry difficult to define accurately from a transient
response.

A similar comparison of the two sets of values based on
frequency responses obtained with the IBIvI equipment
shows good agreement except for the derivatives Cl,, C.,,
and CYfl. The poor agreement between the initially as-
sumed values of Cl,, Cm,?ancl Cf~ and those calculated from
the frequency responses obtained with the IBM equip -
mcnt is probably due partly to the fact that data were not
obtained for frequencies near the natural frequency of the
airplane with the particular routine used for the IBhl
equipment and partly to small inaccuracies that exist in
the data at the frequencies that were includecl. These
small inaccuracies undoubtedly could have been reduced
somewhat by the use of a smaller time interval in the numer-
ical integrations performed by the IBhl equipment.

The use of the frequency-responso data which were ob-
tained from the transient responses by the curve-fitting
method and which included frequencies near the .mvtural
frequency of the airplane resulted in good agreement for
these derivatives. Therefore, it appears that further investig-
ation into the effects of the choice of the frequency
range to be used in extracting stability derivatives from the
frequency-response data is warranted.



APPENDIX C

LEAST-SQUARES VECTOR SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS OF LATERAL MOTION

Some of the results shown in table XII were obtained by
applying tho method of reference 4 to the lateral equations
of motion (appendix B). The important details of this

method are illustrated in this appendix by applying them to
equation (1) which is

Dp+KJ?–K,4+D#=Fl [~r(ol (cl)

If the flight data me expressed in frequency-response form,
thak is for every frequency w there is an amplitude ratio and
a phase-angle relationship, thtin the la.teml varisbles can be
considered to be conshmt-mnplitude vectors rotating in the
complex planc with fixed phase relationships for any given
frequency. Equation (Cl) can be expressed as

The values of KI and

solution of the equations

‘here(?)’(:)---
.

MP the uirphme frequency re-

sponses expressed in vector form , md the residual q is a
vector at, each frequency. In this treatment Kz is tissunwd
to be known and the mos~ prolwble values of t,he dint)w[}s

K1 and Z’l tire such as to mtike tht~ sum of the squares of t 1Ie

residual a minimum; that is, ~ (uj)z is equal to n minimum.
j=w,

The square of the residual vector is obt uined from the scahu
or dot product of the two vectors, namely,

Vj-zlj=(oj)~ (C%)

F1 which satisfy the condition that ~ @j]2 be a minimum axe obttiined frmn n simultaneous

&j&j.’u,)=o

These ecmations after expansion me written in matrix form as follows:
(a) For the sideslipiing motion

(b) For the rolIing motion

(c-l)

(C5)

({”.’7!
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(c) l?ortbe yawing motion

‘n

~ (AJj
j=w,

STABILITY DERIVATIVES AND COEFFICIENTS FRO~M FREQUENCY-RESPONSE DATA 19

~ u,(AbB$–A$Bfl),
j=w,

~ c@(–A~+K,Ao)J
j=fAN

2 clJ(-ApA#-BflB$+K8&4++K,BpB+),
j=u,

~ K8@(A@Bt-B4AJj
j=w

(Cs)

where n is the number of frequency points and the definitions of Ap, Be, A$, 13t, A4, and B+ are given in equations (8) and (9).
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